D2 dopamine receptors in the rat prefrontal cortex: characterization and alteration by stress.
D2 dopamine (DA) receptors were characterized in the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) of the rat by employing radioligand binding techniques which greatly reduced [3H]spiperone binding to filters, S2 serotonin receptors and spirodecanone sites. Competition studies suggested that the MPFC contains a higher proportion of D2 [high] receptors than does the striatum. The IC50 values of DA receptor antagonists in assays of MPFC tissue were correlated with their antipsychotic potencies. Stress (footshock or tailshock) increased the density of MPFC D2 dopamine receptors and decreased their affinity for [3H]spiperone. These changes were delayed in onset, being present at 27 h but not at 3 h after exposure to stress. The binding assay detected the changes when it was performed at pH 7.9 but not when the pH was reduced to 6.2. D2 dopamine receptors in the striatum and nucleus accumbens were not affected by stress.